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Digital Traces of
Journalism Histories
Digital Archives of Journalism
The increasing amount of journalistic productions in
digital forms in archives allow scholars to engage with
the histories of journalism in new and significant ways.
The special interest group focused on print media and
journalism has the overall aim of mapping international
best practices with regard to usages of digital archives
of journalism and to encourage the development of joint
Danish research projects utilizing the available Danish
archives.
The activities are thus centred upon showcasing
inspiring research, developing appropriate research
questions and related skills and methodologies.

Tracing Journalistic Time
over Time

Different Archives, Different
Voices

An example of an activity in the special interest group
is a study by Henrik Bødker and Niels Brügger
(Aarhus University) of how time has been textually
manifested on the front pages of Berlingske from 1749
to today.

Another example of activity in the group is the putting
together of a special issue entitled “Journalism History
and Digital Archives” of the journal Digital Journalism
(Taylor & Francis).

This study, which builds on earlier publications, has
the potential of producing new impressions and
analyses of the long-term development of journalism’s
engagement with time in relation to political, social,
cultural and, not least, technological developments,
e.g. the advent of online news from the mid-1990s
onwards.
This project cannot be realised via the existing
interfaces of the newspaper collections at the Royal
Library and therefore requires an intimate
collaboration between journalism scholars and people
at the archives with the adequate technical expertise.

A significant goal of this issue is to map and showcase
both distant readings of conventional journalism and
other ways in which digital archives of journalistic
content are made and utilised for various purposes
around the world, for instance, “untouchables” in India
who use digital tools and archives to give voice to a
repressive past as well as to political paths ahead
(which raises questions of social movements and
archives) or literary journalists in Australia whose
archival and institutional trajectories raises issues of
engagement and cultural memory.
What is collectively highlighted are thus how archiving
and engagements with archives help determine which
voices are constrained or empowered in the choir
making up journalism history as well as to how these
voices become politically situated within research as
well as within broader contexts of legitimacy and
recognition.

Challenges
The special interest groups has a continuous focus on
the following challenges:

Skills
Most scholars of journalism history in Denmark have a
background in language, media or history and do
traditionally not have the ability to design and execute
semi-automated investigations of large amounts of
digital data. This methodological challenge has mainly
been faced by individual scholars but are increasingly
also addressed as an institutional issue, e.g. by
DIGHUMLAB as well as various initiatives at the
participating universities An example of the latter is a
“Digital Literacy” project funded by the Foundation for
the Development of State Employees at ARTS at
Aarhus University.

Collaboration
Archival work is no longer largely a solitary endavour.
In addition to the the acquisition of digital literacy skills
scholars of journalism history must increasingly work
within and navigate in a complex landscape of
archivists,
computer
scientists,
commercial
aggregators and rights-holders in order to unleash
some of the potential insights that can be gained from
digital archives of journalism.

